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Four Tough Cases of the F.B.I. Simon and Schuster
From an award-winning New York Times reporter comes the full, mind-boggling true story of the lies,
crimes, and ineptitude behind the Enron scandal that imperiled a presidency, destroyed a marketplace,
and changed Washington and Wall Street forever. It was the corporate collapse that appeared to come
out of nowhere. In late 2001, the Enron Corporation—a darling of the financial world, a company whose
executives were friends of presidents and the powerful—imploded virtually overnight, leaving vast
wreckage in its wake and sparking a criminal investigation that would last for years. Kurt Eichenwald
transforms the unbelievable story of the Enron scandal into a rip-roaring narrative of epic proportions,
taking readers behind every closed door—from the Oval Office to the executive suites, from the highest
reaches of the Justice Department to the homes and bedrooms of the top officers. It is a tale of global
reach—from Houston to Washington, from Bombay to London, from Munich to Sao Paolo—laying out
the unbelievable scenes that twisted together to create this shocking true story. Eichenwald reveals never-
disclosed details of a story that features a cast including George W. Bush, Dick Cheney, Paul O’Neill,
Harvey Pitt, Colin Powell, Gray Davis, Arnold Schwarzenegger, Alan Greenspan, Ken Lay, Andy Fastow,
Jeff Skilling, Bill Clinton, Rupert Murdoch and Sumner Redstone. With its you-are-there glimpse into
the secretive worlds of corporate power, Conspiracy of Fools is an all-true financial and political thriller
of cinematic proportions.
TOP CASES of The FBI - Vol. II Dorrance Publishing
This investigation concerned allegations of wrongdoing and improper practices within certain
sections of the FBI Lab. These involved some of the most significant prosecutions in the recent
history of the Dept., including the World Trade Center and OK City bombings. They implicated
fundamental aspects of law enforcement: the reliability of the procedures employed to analyze
evidence, the integrity of the persons engaging in that analysis, and the trustworthiness of the
testimony by FBI Lab. examiners. The invest. lasted more than 18 months and addressed a large
number of allegations; most were not substantiated, but some important ones were.
The Con and the FBI Agent Dorrance Publishing
Anecdotes of an FBI Agent By: Phil K. Walter Anecdotes of an FBI Agent
chronicles the experiences of an FBI agent from 1966-1995. Phil K. Walter
investigated bank robberies, extortion, kidnappings, espionage, and major
drug cases. The broad range of cases he worked were in St. Louis, MO; Los
Angeles, CA; and Glenwood Springs, CO. These are his personal experiences
expressed as anecdotes and as a reminder that FBI agents are still “the
good guys.”

Prescription for Evil: Major Case #185; Most Horrific Murder for Profit Case in FBI History
St. Martin's Press
Candice DeLong has been called a real-life Clarice Starling and a female Donnie Brasco.
She has been on the front lines of some of the FBIs most gripping and memorable cases,
including being chosen as one of the three agents to carry out the manhunt for the
Unabomber in Lincoln, Montana. She has tailed terrorists, gone undercover as a gangsters
moll, and posed as the madam for a call-girl ring. Now for the first time she reveals the
dangers and rewards of being a woman on the front lines of the worlds most powerful law
enforcement agency. She traces the unusual career path that led her to crime fighting, and
recounts the incredible obstacles she faced as a woman and as a fledgling agent. She
takes readers step by step through the profiling process and shows how she helped solve a
number of incredible cases. The story of her role as a lead investigator on the notorious
Tylenol Murderer case is particularly compelling. Finally, she gives the true, insiders story
behind the investigation that led to the arrest of the Unabomber including information that
the media cant or wont reveal. A remarkable portrait of courage and grace under fire,

Special Agent offers a missing chapter to the annals of law enforcement and a dramatic and
often funny portrait of an extraordinary woman who has dedicated her heart and soul to the
crusade against crime.
Fugitive 373 RJ PARKER PUBLISHING, INC.
Sit back and relax as Synova regales you with tales of master art thieves,
bumbling criminals, and multi-million-dollar art heists from around the world.
There will be stories of mafia-commissioned heists, of Daredevil art thieves,
and of the brave men and women of the FBI Art team who are trying to stop
this multi-billion-dollar industry of art crime. Enjoy.This book is the first in
Synova's Case Files series. Every year Synova takes the top cases
previously highlighted on her blog and compiles them into a case files book.
2017 Synova was researching the FBI's Top Ten Art Crimes and following
the cases of the FBI Art Crime Team. To follow Synova's blog check out
www.synovaink.com
FBI's Most Wanted – Incredible History of the Innovative Program Simon
and Schuster
The FBI Ten Most Wanted Fugitives list arose from a conversation held in
late 1949 between J. Edgar Hoover, Director of the FBI, and William Kinsey
Hutchinson who were discussing ways to promote capture of the FBI's
"toughest guys". For sixty years, the FBI has sought the public's assistance
in a special way through one of our most effective and longest running
publicity programs, which, since 1950, has led to the location of more than
460 of our nation's most dangerous criminals. Content: FBI's "Ten Most
Wanted Fugitives” Program: The Beginnings Today The Program Criteria
for Placement on the List The List Removal from the List How the FBI Gets
Its Men and Women: A 20-Year Study of the FBI's "Ten Most Wanted
Fugitives” Program 1989-2009 Today's "Top Ten” List More Likely to
Include Terrorist, Organized Crime Figures and Child Predators "Top
Tenners” Cannot Hide for Long Many Fugitives Found far from Home "Top
Ten” Fugitives Increasingly Caught Through Publicity Conclusion Project
Pin Point Project Welcome Home America's Most Wanted Famous Cases:
Thomas James Holden William Raymond Nesbit Isaie Beausoleil Clyde
Edward Laws James Earl Ray Richard Lee Tingler, Jr. Ruth Eisemann-
Schier Theodore Robert Bundy Eric Robert Rudolph Warren Jeffs Service
Martyrs
FBI's Most Wanted – Incredible History of the Innovative Program DIANE
Publishing
Recounts the professional experiences of a twenty-five year-veteran of the
FBI along with his analysis of some of the bureau's intelligence and
management failures leading up to Sept. 11th.
Anecdotes of an FBI Agent Routledge
From the roaring 20s to modern days, RJ Parker has written the true life events of cases
that made major headlines all over the country. Each chapter in this book, is devoted to
the biography (or background) of famous mobsters and horrendous events that the FBI
has handled since the beginning of the agency. Well researched and well written, these
case histories will keep you turning the page. For those of us who love true crime
stories, this book should not be passed over - as you will learn details that many others
have missed. One of the most fascinating Law Enforcement Agencies in the world is the
FBI. From the J. Edgar Hoover days to present, the Bureau has investigated the most
famous cases, including, mobsters, gangs, bank robbers, and terrorism. They have also
received a few black eyes including, Waco Siege, and Ruby Ridge. In Top Cases of The
FBI, RJ Parker captured twelve of those cases and prepared case files on these criminals
up to and including their sentencing or demise. These cases include: John Dillinger and
his Gang of Bank Robbers Mobster John Gotti Bonnie and Clyde Mobster Al Capone The

Jonestown Massacre Oklahoma City Bombing The Unabomber The 1986 FBI Miami
Shootout (In the line of fire) Ruby Ridge Waco Patty Hearst The D.C. Beltway Snipers

The Kidnapping and Murder of Little Skeegie Cash University of Alabama
Press
From the US Department of Justice, the true stories of the world’s top
national security agency—the FBI—revealed for the first time! There has been
much turmoil at the Federal Bureau of Investigation as of late, including the
firing of James Comey, the installation of Christopher Wray, the ongoing
investigation into President Donald Trump’s ties to Russia, and more. The
FBI Story provides a look inside at the top intelligence organization in the
United States and presents one hundred of the FBI’s most recent fascinating
cases and how they were solved. Featured inside are incredible true stories,
such as: The scourge of child pornography The case of the King Fu Panda
fraud Targeting the nationwide opioid epidemic The James Ricks murder
cold case finally being solved A mother and son duo who stole millions from
Medicare And more! Each of the case studies reveals dangers that the
world’s best crime-fighting team tackles every day. The stories of
deadbeats and their takedown were specifically chosen by members of the
FBI’s own team and are given a full page in the book that delves deep into
the story. There’s also an introduction by FBI Director Christopher Wray
that presents insight into the secretive organization, its crime fighting
techniques, and a framework for the stories to come. An index in the back of
the book organizes the contents into themes such as white-collar crime,
organized crime, foreign counterintelligence, crimes against children, and
cyber crimes.
Special Agent Thomas Nelson Incorporated
The 3rd Edition of DB Cooper and the FBI - A Case Study of America's Only
Unsolved Skyjacking
Killers of the Flower Moon Simon and Schuster
Across the Mitten and through the Upper Peninsula, the Wolverine State has
witnessed some thrilling and historic federal cases. In Detroit, FBI agents took
point investigating the kidnapping (and safe return) of a GM executive's son and in
a manhunt for an armed killer in the north woods near Escanaba. The Bureau was
called in to discover who poisoned patients at the Ann Arbor Veterans Hospital
and for a grisly double homicide solved by a persistent and determined fingerprint
examiner. Michigan agents spearheaded the first-ever investigation and
prosecution of an Internet threat, and legendary football coach Bo Schembechler
inspired an epic international undercover operation targeting the illegal distribution
of steroids. Retired Special Agent Greg Stejskal recalls these stories and others
from more than thirty years as a G-man in Michigan.
Conspiracy of Fools Izzard Ink
Reflecting on a career that spanned from Little Rock to the South Pacific, from
criminal probes to counterintelligence, Agent I.C. Smith tells all about the FBIUs
most historic cases--from Watergate to today.

DB COOPER and the FBI Arcadia Publishing
Workplace Violence: Issues in Threat Management defines what workplace
violence is, delves into the myths and realities surrounding the topic and
provides readers with the latest statistics, thinking, and strategies in the
prevention of workplace violence. The authors, who themselves have
implemented successful workplace violence protection programs, guide
novice and experienced practitioners alike in the development of their own
programs.
FBI Case Files Michigan: Tales of a G-Man Crown
The Federal Bureau of Investigation has investigated the most famous
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cases, including, mobsters, gangs, bank robbers, and terrorism. From the
roaring 20s to modern days, This book has been written, telling the true life
events of cases that made major headlines all over the USA. Each chapter in
this book, is devoted to the biography of famous mobsters and other events
that the FBI has handled.The cases included in the third and last Volume of
the collection are:* RESMURS Case (Reservation Murders) * Richard Floyd
McCoy, Jr. * Robert Hanssen * Roger "The Terrible" Touhy * Rumrich Nazi
Spy Case * Tennessee Waltz * The Black Dahlia * The Brady Gang * The
Fur Dressers Case * Thwarted Sabotage in Zambia * Unabomber * USS Cole
Bombing 82* Vasilli Zubilin 83* Velvalee Dickinson, the "Doll Woman" 8*
Vonsiatsky Espionage * Wall Street Bombing 1920 * Watergate * Weather
Underground Bombings * Weinberger Kidnapping * Weyerhaeuser
Kidnapping * William Jefferson * World Trade Center Bombing 1993 * Year
of the Spy (1985) 134* Cyber Criminal Forum Taken Down 136* A Byte Out
of History: $10 Million Hack * A Byte Out of History: The Dixie Mafia
Ghost Good Press
What is the FBI? How did it come into being? What has it accomplished? What are
its powers? Above all, what does the mere fact of its existence mean to Every
Citizen of the United States?This book, written with the cooperation of J. Edgar
Hoover and FBI Personnel will answer these questions once and for all.THE FBI
STORY, written by one of America's top reporters, Don Whitehead, and with a
Foreword by J. Edgar Hoover, takes you behind the scenes to reveal the record of
America's crusade against crime and subversion.THE FBI STORY names names,
places and events. You'll read about cases which have made today's headlines as
well as about the celebrated cases and notorious events which made
yesterday's.You'll read about the Black Tom explosion and other acts of sabotage
which were the prelude to America's entrance into World War I. You will find the
case histories of the Wall Street Explosion and "Palmer's Raids"; the Harding Era
and Gaston Means.The gangsters' rise to power in the roaring twenties and the
"lady in red," Pretty Ana Cump na, who betrayed John Dillinger, and Al Capone.
Here too are the Lindbergh Kidnapping, the Kansas City Massacre and many other
cases which placed the FBI in the forefront of the public's imagination.THE FBI
STORY is the story too of Pearl Harbor, the capture of the Japanese espionage
messages, the German saboteurs' invasion of the United States and their capture,
and other behind the scenes dramas of World War II. The book tells of the FBI's
secret operations in South and Central America and the experiences of its Special
Intelligence Service (SIS). How the FBI tricked the Germans through double agent
radio stations is a "stranger than fiction" story. You'll read of the FBI's role in
combating postwar crime as Don Whitehead reports on the kidnap murder of little
Bobby Greenlease and the murder of a mother by her son high over a Colorado
beet field when a plane fell carrying passengers and crew to their deaths.The fight
against Communism in the United States, Smith Act prosecutions and the
gathering of evidence which made these prosecutions possible are all portrayed.
Also related are the cases of Hiss and Klaus Fuchs and the theft of the atomic
secrets and the Rosenberg and Greenglass cases, which are revealed in detail.The
history of the FBI in reality represents the people's efforts to achieve government
by law. THE FBI STORY, then, is the story of America itself and the struggles to
attain this ideal.
The Hero Among Us Createspace Independent Publishing Platform
America's foremost expert on criminal profiling provides his uniquely gripping analysis of
seven of the most notorious murder cases in the history of crime -- from the Whitechapel
murders to JonBenet Ramsey -- often contradicting conventional wisdom and legal
decisions. Jack the Ripper. Lizzie Borden. The Zodiac Killer. Certain homicide cases
maintain an undeniable, almost mystical hold on the public imagination. They touch a
nerve deep within us because of the personalities involved, their senseless depravity, the
nagging doubts about whether justice was done, or because, in some instances, no
suspect has ever been identified or caught. In The Cases That Haunt Us, twenty-five-
year-FBI-veteran John Douglas, profiling pioneer and master of modern criminal
investigative analysis, and author and filmmaker Mark Olshaker, the team behind the
bestselling Mindhunter series, explore the tantalizing mysteries that both their legions of
fans and law enforcement professionals ask about most. Among the questions they
tackle: Was Jack the Ripper actually the Duke of Clarence, eldest grandson of Queen
Victoria, or perhaps a practicing medical doctor? And did highly placed individuals within
Scotland Yard have a good idea of the Ripper's identity, which they never revealed?
Douglas and Olshaker create a detailed profile of the killer, and reveal their chief suspect.
Was Lizzie Borden truly innocent of the murder of her father and stepmother as the Fall
River, Massachusetts, jury decided, or was she the one who took the ax and delivered

those infamous "whacks"? Through a minute-by-minute behavioral analysis of the crime,
the authors come to a convincing conclusion. Did Bruno Richard Hauptmann single-
handedly kidnap the baby son of Charles and Anne Morrow Lindbergh, the most famous
couple in the world, or was he an innocent man caught up and ultimately executed in a
relentless rush to judgment in the "crime of the century"? What kind of person could kill
six-year-old JonBenet Ramsey on Christmas night in her own home? Douglas was called
in on the case shortly after the horrifying murder, and his conclusions are hard-hitting
and controversial. Why, in the face of the majority of public, media, and law enforcement
opinion, including former FBI colleagues, does Douglas believe that John and Patricia
Ramsey did not murder their daughter? And what is the forensic and behavioral evidence
he brings to bear to make his claim? Taking a fresh and penetrating look at each case, the
authors reexamine and reinterpret accepted facts and victimology using modern profiling
and the techniques of criminal analysis developed by Douglas within the FBI. This book
deconstructs the evidence and widely held beliefs surrounding each case and rebuilds
them -- with fascinating and haunting results.
The American Mob Genius Book Publishing
Jim Ingram is to the FBI what Elliot Ness was to the Treasury Department-a larger-than-
life symbol of American justice, a Klan-busting crime fighter who was involved with some
of the highest profile FBI cases of the 1950s, 1960s and 1970s. Interestingly, after
nearly 30 years with the FBI, Ingram was brought out of retirement in the 2000s as a
cold-case investigator of Mississippi civil rights-era murders, casting him into his fifth
decade of crime fighting. Among the historic cases worked by Ingram: The assassination
of President John F. Kennedy. The "Mississippi Burning" civil rights murders. The
assassination of Martin Luther King. The murder of Federal Judge John H. Woods, known
by friends and detractors as "Maximum John." The convicted hit man was actor Woody
Harrelson's father, Charles Harrelson. The bombing of Beth Israel Temple. The FBI
counterintelligence operation known as COINTELPRO. The FALN bombings by Puerto
Rican separatists. In this memoir, Jim Ingram provides insider information on the above
high-profile cases and others, along with a personal perspective on his nearly 30-year
career of law enforcement. During that career, he headed up the FBI offices in New York
and Chicago, and was in charge of the violent crimes civil rights desk in Mississippi in the
1960s, and served in the 1970s as deputy assistant FBI director in Washington, DC.
After his retirement from the FBI, Ingram served as Public Safety Commissioner for the
State of Mississippi, which put him in charge of the Highway Patrol, an agency that had
been heavily infiltrated by the KKK while he was head of the civil rights desk in
Mississippi. Appointed by Governor Kirk Fordice, a conservative Republican. Ingram
became good friends with the man despite their political differences. Jim Ingram passed
away in August 2009 of cancer, but worked on this memoir with his co-author, right up
until his death. The book contains new, formerly classified information about a variety of
cases. "Jim Ingram made a big difference in Mississippi, and our folks will always
appreciate him, his courage and his character. I was blessed to be his friend."-Former
Mississippi Governor Haley Barbour "This is a simple story about a complex man who
had a lasting effect on Mississippi. Jim Ingram was from the "old school" in the best
sense of those words. He treasured traits like loyalty to others and loyalty to the law. He
abhorred bullies and was fearless in tracking the "night riders" who used terror as their
weapon of choice. Question: who was the world famous Middle-Eastern dictator who took
refuge in a "safe house" in Jackson, Mississippi...well, you'll just have to read the book
and be stunned to find who was in our midst."-Former Mississippi Secretary of State Dick
Molpus "Jim was always a big case guy-a long ball hitter. He didn't hit singles. He took
the ball out of the park."-Retired FBI Special Agent Bill Stokes"

Inside Crown
From underworld gangsters to homegrown terrorists, the Federal Bureau of
Investigations has tracked down and arrested some of the most infamous felons in
history. In this 2nd volume of TOP CASES of The FBI, Parker includes more
recent and illustrious cases broken down into major criminal categories; Organized
Crime and Gangsters, Counterintelligence/Espionage, Violent Crime/Major
Thefts/Bank Robberies, Civil Rights, White Collar Crime, and Terrorism. Some of
the more notorious investigations detailed in the book include; Black Dahlia,
Hurricane Katrina Fraud, American Traitor Robert Hanssen, Undercover FBI
Agent Joseph Pistone, the KKK, and the Anthrax Attacks post 9/11. ---- VOLUME
1 Book Description... "Top Cases of the FBI is a must for true crime fans and
readers interested in details of famous villains and infamous events all in one
place. A real bargain." One of the most fascinating Law Enforcement Agencies in
the world is the FBI. From the J. Edgar Hoover days to present, the Bureau has
investigated the most famous cases, including, mobsters, gangs, bank robbers, and
terrorism. They have also received a few black eyes including, Waco Siege, and
Ruby Ridge. From the roaring 20s to modern days, RJ Parker has written the true
life events of cases that made major headlines all over the country. Each chapter
in this book, is devoted to the biography (or background) of famous mobsters and
horrendous events that the FBI has handled since the beginning of the agency.
These cases include: John Dillinger and his Gang of Bank Robbers Mobster John

Gotti Bonnie and Clyde Mobster Al Capone The Jonestown Massacre Oklahoma
City Bombing The Unabomber The 1986 FBI Miami Shootout (In the line of fire)
Ruby Ridge Waco Patty HearstThe D.C. Beltway Snipers
True Stories from the Files of the FBI Simon and Schuster
The Con and the FBI Agent is the story of an unlikely alliance between two diametrically
opposed people that results in one of the most successful undercover cases in Boston
FBI history.
The FBI Story A Report to the People Thomas Nelson
Be the FBI Agent in training under J. Edgar Hoover and run the gauntlet of Machine Gun
Kelly, Baby Face Nelson and the Barker Karpis Gang. Step back into downtown Chicago
of the 1930s and retrace the steps of some of America’s most notorious mobsters. True
Stories from the Files of the FBI was written by W. Cleon Skousen under the direct
supervision of Mr. Hoover himself. These first-hand accounts of actual "do or die"
situations were used for decades to train thousands of FBI agents. In this riveting
retelling of “G-men” arresting or killing perpetrators of the country’s most violent
crimes, learn how the investigations led to clues for the Charles Lindbergh kidnapping
case, the Kansas City Massacre, the raids by John Herbert Dillinger and his gang,
“Killer” Kinnie Wagner's murder spree, and more. Reviews “True Stories from the Files
of the FBI captures the history of landmark criminal cases with riveting, quick-read
storytelling--a must for every crime reader's most wanted book list.” --Mark Singer,
Founder of Chicago Crime Tours “True Stories from the Files of the FBI is an amazing
book to read. A lot of history, a lot of detail, a lot to learn.” --Michael J. Thompson, AML
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